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https://www.foodpanda.sg/restaurant/s8sk/so-pho-paragon

On this site, you can find the complete menu of So Pho (paragon) from Singapore. Currently, there are 17
courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What JoNaeryz G likes about So Pho (paragon):
The store is kinda small compared to their vivo branch but the interior is still ok. I like the 'punny ' qoutes on the

wall. The staff were accommodating. One of our go to dish when we go here is their marbled beef fried rice.
Those vietnamese chicken pancakes are also ok as appetizers. We had some takeaway as well. We ordered

chicken curry and some sort of fried rice too. For the curry I asked for bread instead of r... read more. If you want
to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The successful Asian fusion cuisine of the

So Pho (paragon) from Singapore - a delicious mix of traditional and the unexpected, there are also fine
vegetarian meals in the menu. It's precisely the freshness and lightness paired with the typical spices that not

only brings delectable menus to the plate, but also puts the guests into a pleasant holiday feeling temporarily, On
the daily specials there are also several Asian dishes.
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Salad�
PAPAYA SALAD

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Mai� course�
CRAB

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Frie� ric�
BEEF FRIED RICE

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

SALAD

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

BEEF

CHICKEN

MEAT

SOFT SHELL CRAB
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